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ABSTRACT. In the first part of our work we show a condxtion for a seml-

homeomorphism in the sense of Crossley and Hildebrand (s.h.C.H) to be a sem]-

homeomorphism in the sense of Bxswas (s.h.B). Certain relevant examples are provided.

Next, we define strong semi-homeomorphisms Vla "nice" restrict ions of semi-

homeomorphisms ("global condition") and we show that the new class of functions

actually coincides with semi-homeomorphisms. Then, n the third part we introduce

local semi-homeomorphisms (].s.h.C.H.) via a corresponding "local condition" for

restrictions. A few results pertaining to the preservation of some topological

propertxes under this new class of functions are examined.
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I. s.h.C.H. VERSUS s.h.B.

We shall start with the following definitions.

A subset S c X is said to be ’m-opn if there is an open set U c X such that

UcScU.

A function f: XY is said to be a

nd {d/2nd (oF simply, s.h.C.H.) [i]

I. f is bijective

2. f is irresolute (i.e. inverse images

of semi-open sets are semi-open)

3. f is pre-seml-open (i.e. images of

semi-open sets al-e seml-open)

Further, a function f: X Y is said to be a mi-hooomo2tphtgm n tlm zmn o[__

$z (or simply s.h.B. ([2]), if
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. bljectlve

3. is seml-open

Clearly every ]omeomorphlsm Is both s.h.B and s.h.C.H..

T. Neubrunn [3] has show that [-here are s.h.C.H, that are u[ s..B.. AnswerznZ

hzs questlon Z. Piotrowsk [4] has shown an example of a s.).B, w,lch is not s.h.C.H.

urther he also obtalned certain codtlons for a s.h.C.H, to be a

In this paragraph we shall prove the following.

Proposition i. Assume Y has__cen base. !___[L.X->Y is one-to-one9_%-

and somewhat continuous then f xs irresolute.

PRF: Let A Y be semi-open, l.et x t f-[(A) .e. I’(x) y A. We shall show

that x int {-i(A).

For any open set 17 c’onainlng x, the set f(U) is semi-open and contains y.

Further f(U) n A @. Stnce f(U) is open, Y ttavng a clopen base and A is open all

semi-open and open sets coincide, under the assumption upon Y, there Js a nonempty

open set G such that

Clearly,

G f(U) n A.

f-i(G) f-i(f(U) n A) c f-if(l;)) ---U (1.2)

f being one-to-one.

Now, somewhat continuity of f implies that there is an open set V c f-t(G), V

Therefore V c U, %/ c f-1(A). And since U is an arbitrary neighborhood of x, we have

x Int f-I (A). Thus f-i (A) is semi-open.

RElgLRK: The author is indebted to the referee for pointing out that Proposition

generalizes Theorem 2.2 of [$].

The assumption upon Y to have a cn Lm is essential. In fact:

EXAMPLE 2. There is a seml-open, semi-continuous (hence somewhat continuous!)

bijectlon f: [0,I] --+ [0,I] which is nt irresolute. Take f(x) x, if x " 0,]

In fact, there is even a continuous, _emi-open injective function between two

topological spaces which is not irresolute. We shall provide here such an example,

originally designed for a different purpose.

EXAMPLE 3. ([4], Example 19, p. 8) Let X Y {a, b, c, d}. Let O and O2

denote the topologies for X and Y, respectively, such that 0 [, X, [a}, {b},

[a,b}, [b,c,d}] and 0z [, Y, [a}, [b}, [a,b}]. Let f:(X,Oi) ---- (Y,O2) be the

identity functlon. It is easy to see that f is continuous and semi-open but not

rresolute, since [a,c} is semi-open in while it s not semi-open in X.

REMARK 4. Example 2 above is tAe Lm #.3/e in the class of semi-continnous

bljectlons : [0,] --- [O,lJ (or more generally, f: X-Y, X-compact, Hausdorff and Y
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being Hau.dorff,) in the sense that if i to be additionally cort-J.r,uous, t-hen, being

,.:ontinuou: bijection trom a compact, Hausdorff pace nto a [laudoft :pace, it ls a

homeomorphlsm, (see [6], Thin 2.t, p. 226). Now, every homeomorphism (actually

openess and continuit..y suffices) implies iresoluteness of f we leave the prooi of

this fact to the reader, also see

Since it is well-known that continuity and somewhat openess mp]y pre-semi-

openess, see also [I] we have the following Corollary from Proposition

COROLLY 5. Aume Y has a clopen base. if f: X Y is s.h.B, then f Js

s.h.C.H..

2. STRONG SEMI-HOOORPHISHS E PRECISELY SEHI-HOOMORPHISMS.

In this paragraph a "s;emi-homeomorphism" stands For s.h.C.H..

The following, seemingly stronger conditions *) and (**} which define-what we

call a :t,, ni-ho,a,hi are actually equivalent () to the semi-

Iomeomorphicity of f, see the following.

THEO 6. A function f: X- Y Js a semi-homeomorphism if and only

(*) f is bi.jective and

(**) U c X, [;-open, f][ J.s a semi-homeomorphism

PRF: In fact, it is easy to see that if f satisfies (*) and (**), then f is a

semi-homeomorphism- take U X in (**). Conversely, let X U {U e A}, where

each U is open and suppose that each restriction i[U is both pre-semi-ope and

irresolute. We shall show that f is also such.

Let (flU) U Y denote the restriction of f to U. We shall show that f

irresolute. Really, given a semi-open et K c Y we have:

f-1(K) U {f-1(K) n Us a A} U {(flL)-(K) A}. (2.1)

The latter set is semi-open as the sum of seml-open set.

Similarly, we shall prove that f is pre-emi-open. Let L X be semi-open, in X.

Then L U {L n Us A]. Then:

f(l.) f(U {L n Us r A})-

U ffL n Us A}

U [(flUa)(L) : A} (2.2)

And again, the latter set is semi-open, in Y. [I

The following example shows that the assumption "for ee open" in (**) is real.

As one can see, the restr+/-ctons fJU E A are even haeo,oi.no (!) for ever},

2x.
EXAMPLE 7. (See Example 3 of i.) There is a function f: XY such that

I. f is bijective and

Z. V Us X, U-open, A, fll; i a homeomorphJm
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(hence, a semi-homeomorphlsm) whereas f: X Y Js

nor a semi-homeomorphism.

keally, flla}, ll[b] arid lira,b} are homeomorphisms. Now, consider fltb,c,d]. We

have X Y {b,c,d] and 0 n -= [, {b,c,d}, {b}}, whereas 0z n Y [, [b,c,d},

[b]]. AO, here agaan, fltb,c,d} is a homeomorphism.

3. LAL SEI-HOOORPHISS.

Local homeomorphs, being a very natural generalxzaton of homeomorphisms,

occupy an important place in to, fogy, especially In the theory of i-dimensional

conlxnua (curves) as well as some parts el algebraic topology, see also [7] for an

extensive treatment of this topic.

Let us delne our new class of funct-xons. We say that a function f: X1 is a

ocag mi-lemo,plim in the sense of Crossley and Hildebrand if:

I. f is bijective and

2. V x X 3 U-open, x e U c X such

that flu is a sem].-homeomorphism in

the sense of Crossley and Hildebrand.

Well, it is easy to see that every sem1-homeomorphism is a local semi-

homeomorphism; take U X. Since every homeomorphzsm is a semz-homeomorphism, see ill

we have the following diagram:

8tr’ong
homeomor’pla+/-sm semi-homeomorphisut semi-homeomorphlsm local 8emi-homeomorph+/-sm

We shall now provide an example of a local seml-homeomorphism which is not a semi-

homeomorphism, showing that the arrow to the right is, in general, not reversable.

EXANPLE 8. Consider Example 9, see 2. Take {a], [b], {b,c,d}, {b,c,d}, respec-

tively for open neighborhoods of a, b, c and d, respectively. Using arguments similar

to ones applied In Example 7 we prove that f s a local seml-homeomorphism; it has

been shown in [4], p. 08 that f is not a seml-homeomorphism.

LENNA 9. If for every x X there is an open set U r. X, x U such that flu is a

semi-homeomorphism in the sense of Ct-ossley and Hildebrand, then f is somewhat

continuous (+/-nverse images of every nonempty open set if nonempty it has the nonempty

interior) and f is somewhat open (image of every open nonempty set has the nonempty

interor ).

PROOF: Let D be a dense set in X. We shall show that f(D) ls dense n f(X).

This, in turn, shows that f is somewhat continuous.

In fact, suppose y fX\f(D) and assume further that there is an open

neighborhood V containing y, such that:

(*) V n f(D) . (3.1)

Since f is "onto", there is x e X, such that f(x) y. There xs an open set U 3 x

such that flu is a semi-homeomorphism, f being a local semi-homeomorphism. Clearly
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D n U is dense xn U; further f(D U) is dense In f(U), f bexng semi-homeompJphism on

U. Now, f(U) is a semz-open set containing f(x) y. By an elemental-y pl-opety of

semi-open sets, f(D n U) is dense in V r Int f(U), and hence, also in V o f(U). o,
V n f(D) M, contradicting ().

Now, for somewhat openess part, consider a dense set D contained in f(X). We

shall show tlat f-(D) is dense (in X). uppose f-(D) is not dense. So, there is a

point x e X and an open neighborhood U x such that

(**) U n f-t(D) M (3.2)

Without loss of generality we may assume that U is the open neighborhood of x from

the definition of local homeomorphism (or, simply, take the intersectlon of the two

sets, in question). Then f(U) is a semi-open set, free of points of D. For otherwise

the set

f-(f(U) n D) f-i(f(U)) n f-t(D) U n f-t(D) f 6, (3.3)

contradicting (**), which finishes the proof.

COROLLARY I0. Balreness is a local semi-topological property.

PROOF: See [8], Corollary 2, p. I0 and Lemma 9, above.

COROLLARY il. Separability is a local semi-topological property.

PROOF: Every local semi-homeomorphism is somewhat continuous, and this implies

(see [9]) that dense subsets are preserved, which in turn proves our claim.

We will close this work with the following natural

Question Z. What are the topological conditions for X and/or Y so that every local

semi-homeomorphism f: X + Y is a seml-homeomorphlsm?
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